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Abstract
In order to analyze the electromagnetic fields generated by
perfectly conducting bodies composed by interconnected wires
and solid objects, whichever its geometry, the Boundary Element
Method is applied. The basic formulation and the associated items
are commented. Results of problems of radiation are given and
compared with available analytic solutions.
Introduction
There are many three dimensional electromagnetic problems
that can be solved by using the Boundary Elements Method. In
this paper we consider the study of radiation and scattering
properties of interconnected closed surfaces and thin wire
antennas. Due to the fact that the formulation employed in the
study of thin wires and closed surfaces are usually fairly different,
it becomes necessary to build a starting strategy which combine
both cases. The problem can be partitioned in the four following
items.
1. Mutual interaction among nodes in the wire.
2. Mutual interaction among nodes on the surface.
3. Cross interaction among wire's nodes and surface's nodes.
4. Cross interaction among surface's nodes and wire's nodes.
The first approach to the problem consists of solving
independently each item by proposing a suitable integral equation
and solving it by using the Boundary Element Method. Afterwards,
it will be possible to deal with the general case.
Formulation and Integral Equations
Radiation of perfectly conducting bodies
Radiation of thin wires and closed surfaces can be handled in
the same way by using the well known radiation integrals showed
in Ballanis [1] expressed in their cartesian coordinates form
HM<-fffl[(z-z$JY-&-AtJZ]' P5 ejaia
HAxY =X f[( Zxx h-zz)JX]1 P e iPR&/dy// (1)
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On the other hand, an alternative expression developed from
the Stratton Chu integral equation can be found in terms of fields
T iss hx)X n Jx2 V< n *5)V(pl ds ' (3)
H= 4Tf{j t(xfr=E)-(nIxR)vx(ApI(n-)vI} ds' (4)
where 1= (1-?Q) is the normalized internal solid angle of the
surface.
Thin wire's equation
In order to calculate the current distribution on the wire,
equation (2) is used.
By imposing the boundary condition 4E-1= on the
cylindrical surface of the wire and particularizing for wires in the
z axis, the following expression is obtained:
Where
E:=-_jnz f [GI +(z-z)2G2] le -JR dll
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(5)
(6)
The current is expressed, as in the Finite Element Method, in
terms of the following expansion:
(7)I =E Ip(p(I)
p
With the variable discretized, a system of N equations is
enforced, whose unknowns are the nodal values of the current
distribution and whose matrix expression is:
[-Elz = [WFI[¶ (8)
In the matrix notation used henceforward, the first letter means
the source and the second one the destination (W:wire,
S:surface).
Surface's equation
When the object is not a wire but an arbitrary conducting solid,
the scattered magnetic field must be calculated by using equation
(3). This problem was studied by Paulsen et al.[21 The boundary
condition XE& = -AxE' is forced on the surface, which is
discretized by using Finite Element Method second order
isoparametric elements. The fields are approximated on each
element by using the same Lagrangian shape functions used in
the surface discretization:
F(tn) =E F, r,(tn) (9)
EM
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which allows to evaluate the electric and magnetic fields
generated by a current distribution on the wire or on closed
surfaces.
In this way, a NsxNs equation system is obtained, whose
unknowns are the nodal values of the scattered magnetic field:
[SSI[H1 = -[C[fixE I (10)
It is important to emphasize that the equation is written in
terms of scattered and incident fields and not current
distribution.
Cross interaction among wires and surfaces
In a complex object, wires and closed surfaces interact: the
fields scattered by surfaces are part of the incident fields on wires
and the currents on wires generate scattered fields that, in turn,
are part of the incident fields on surfaces. This interactions
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among both components of the object are modelled by two
equation systems, derived from equations (1) and (2), once the
surface and the wire have been discretized and the corresponding
unknowns (current distribution) have been interpolated:
[SW[J]=[El (11)
[WSHI[A= [HI (12)
[WSEI[I = [EI
Where J is the current distribution on the surface. It must be
pointed out that in the previous paragraph, the problem on the
surface has been formulated in terms of fields instead of currents,
which will imply additional work in the assembly phase.
Assembly of the equations system
The last step consists of building the matrix equation in order to
solve the general problem. For the wire the following expression is
derived by using equations (8) and (11):
(WWJ[JJ = [SW][J] +[ELocA (13)
where El,urce states for the excitation of the system.
Proceeding in a similar way for the surface, the corresponding
expression can be found by manipulating equation (10):
[C][n]l[Es,'s+EwjirJ =4D1[HI (14)
where Ekire represents the incident field caused by the radiation
of the wire and [n] is a matrix whose product with the electric
field results in the tangential component to the surface of it.
Finally, substituting (12) into (14) and assembling (13) and
(14) yields
[WMJ
-[SWM[nJ][JJ _ [bEJOg¢] (1
[Ci[n][WSE +[D][WS] -[D] ][ I
-[C][n][Es!OurcJ] -D][H:ourrcJj
It will be necessary to use an accurate modeling of the source in
order to obtain good results. When the currents on the wire and
on the surface are known, the radiation pattern and the input
impedance can be found.
Results
The first example we consider is the radiation pattern of a 0.25
k monopole antenna driven against a perfectly conducting sphere
of radius 0.25 X. 153 nodes on the surface and 13 nodes on the
wire have been considered. In Fig. 1, we compare our boundary
element results with results provided by Bolle and Morganstern
[3] and Teshe and Neureuther [4]. There is a good agreement
among the three results. The solution for that grid took 1200 CPU
seconds to compute on a CONVEX C -340.
The second example problem consists of a right circular
cylinder with a monopole antenna. The dimensions of the cylinder
and the wire are shown in Fig.2 as well as our boundary element
results using 151 nodes on the surface and 13 on the wire,
compared with Albertsen [5] results.
Conclusions
Software which allows to deal with conducting arbitrary objects
composed by attached wires and surface, has been developed.
Integral equations are derived and treated using Boundary
Element Method for isolated parts and interactions among them.
Afterwards these are assembled in an unique equations system
whose resolution allows to know current distribution on the wires
and surfaces.
Several objects have been analyzed and the results compared
with previous references, showing a good agreement with them.
Problems related with source modelling and current continuity
have been treated carefully.
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Fig. I Sphere with monopole
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Fig. 2 Cilinder with monopole
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